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NUCLEAR POWER IN LITHUANIA -
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Energy Development Department
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INTRODUCTION. In 1991, after regaining its independence, Lithuania
suddenly became a fully responsible owner of two powerful nuclear reactors - two
RBMK-1500 units at Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant (INPP, hereinafter) (Slide 1).
Five years later, in March 1996, Dr. Atsushi Takeda in Enerugi Rebiyu described
the event in the following manner:'[...] the reactor fortunately or unfortunately fell
into the hands of a small nation with little technical know-how for such reactor.'
(Slide 2) This small nation had a lot of know-how in many areas, including
electronics and scientific research in energy production, but there was practically a
total lack of national specialists in nuclear matters, and, because of secretive
nature of Soviet power, very little was known about real risks and dangers of INPP
operation.

The change of the ownership of nuclear reactors, known world-wide mainly
as Chornobyl type reactors, created a fully understandable concern of the Western
society (Slides 3 and 4) and especially neighboring countries. In the absence of
national regulations and a national regulatory body, with almost no local
specialists, except for personnel of the power plant itself, and no legal basis for the
operation and supervision of the nuclear power plant, the Government of
Lithuania had to take immediate and well founded actions to ensure its safe
operation.

CREATION OF INFRASTRUCTURE. In September 1991, Lithuania
expressed the intention to join International Atomic Energy Agency and its
membership was formally approved at the General Conference of the IAEA in
October 1991. That same month the Government adopted a decision on the
creation of a national regulatory body, i.e. the State Nuclear Power Safety
Inspection (VATESI). Its staff was recruited mainly from former employees of
INPP. Since it was impossible to create a utility level in the foreseen future, the
Ministry of Energy was given the rights of the Founder of INPP and the Minister
of Energy from 1 December 1991 provided to Ignalina NPP the status of 'Operator
of Nuclear Facility'. In March 1992, the first technical support organization,
Ignalina Safety Analysis Group (ISAG), was created, largely from specialists of
the main research institution, i.e. the Lithuanian Energy Institute.

The Government of Lithuania understood very clearly that it was in its very
best interest to have as comprehensive and as competent information as possible
about the real safely level of INPP. The possession of a comparatively large
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electricity generation capacity in thermal power plants made the position of
Lithuania significantly better than that of some other countries that have restored
their independence. The by the West mostly feared possible dilemma "electricity
production or safety" in Lithuania, could, in the worst case, appear as "cheap
electricity production versus safety and more expensive electricity". But the
understanding of an acceptable safety level could be and really was quite different
from that adopted by Western nuclear utilities.

Following a clearly defined policy of transparency, the Government of
Lithuania invited IAEA Assessment of Significant Safety Events Team (ASSET),
Operational Safety Review Team (OSART) and peer review missions for
assessment of INPP safety (Slide 5). The management of NPP never refused a visit
of serious teams or single foreign experts that were interested in an evaluation of
safety issues.

Actively seeking Western assistance in the form of bilateral assistance
programmes, Lithuania took an equivalent effort to take part in multilateral
efforts where experts from the East were actively involved. Possibly because of this
policy of transparency, Ignalina Unit 2, together with Unit 3 of Smolensk NPP,
was selected as representative models of second and third generation RBMKs for
analysis of the generic safety issues and specific safety features in the framework
of the IAEA Extrabudgetary Programme. During 1995 - 1996 the first
comprehensive Safety Analysis Report (SAR) for RBMK type reactors was
prepared for Units 1 and 2 of INPP as a part of a Grant Agreement, concluded
between EBRD and the Government of Lithuania and INPP in 1994. Several
generic safety issues for RBMKs were also defined.

CREATION OF LEGAL BASE. Already on 25 June 1991 the Supreme
Council of the Republic of Lithuania adopted the decision to join the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT). One year later, on 15 October
1992, the Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Lithuania and
the IAEA for the Application of Safeguards in connection with the Treaty on the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons was signed. The instrument of accession to
the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage was deposited one
month earlier, on 15 September 1992, and it entered into force from 15 December
1992. As an owner of powerful NPP Lithuania had a good reason to be the first
country in the region to join Vienna Convention and, one year later, the Joint
Protocol Relating to the Application of the Vienna Convention and the Paris
Convention.

Corresponding national legislation was developed, or still is developed as
shown in Slide 6. So if we look more closely a< the risks involved in the operation
of NPP (Slide 7) the most serious of them is large scale core damage during
operation that could lead to contamination of large off-site areas. It can be caused
by a human error, equipment failure, inadequate operation procedures, or some
external hazards. Another risk is radwastc or spent fuel mismanagement that can
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lead to unacceptable radiation doses received by the staff and public in general.
Then follow well known risks of any industry like transport accidents, fires, floods,
earthquakes etc.

Knowing the risks we have to elaborate a policy how to deal with their
known or predicted causes (Slide 8). Of course the best policy is a policy of
prevention and nuclear industry is possibly only next to space industry in the
degree of built-in accident prevention measures. On the other side elaborated
redundant safety systems are very expensive and significantly decrease
competitiveness of nuclear power. In the Law on Nuclear Energy exclusive
responsibility of the Operator of NPP for safe operation is stipulated. But in any
case zero risk is an unachievable goal and we have to agree with a finite
probability of the risk. In a normally designed system we can expect sharp
decrease of event probability when the consequences of event became more
severe.

In the Law on the Nuclear Energy responsibilities of State Emergency
Commission, Civil Defense Department, Ministry of Health Protection and other
state institutions in the mitigation of nuclear accident are defined. I will not stop
on the adequacy of existing infrastructure and financement of emergency
preparedness because I am not competent in these issues.

Every civilized state in which NPPs are operated has to be ready to cover
losses incurred to third parties. Lithuania has signed new international documents
on civil liability, as Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear
Damage and Protocol to Amend the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for
Nuclear Damage and it has a corresponding internal legislation. Currently INPP is
not insured against nuclear accident and has no large resources to be used in the
case of real liability. Decommissioning fund could be used for this purpose and,
because NPP is a state owned enterprise, the state would take corresponding steps
for full coverage of liability.

SIGNIFICANCE OF INPP TO STATE ECONOMY. Very large percentage
of electricity is currently produced by INPP (Slide 9) at substantially lower
production costs. Bearing in mind very serious economic impact of early closure of
nuclear units, future energy development strategy depends very much on how long
these units will be operated, and the future of said units themselves will mostly
depend on the success of improvement of their safely and reliability. For this
reason in a draft updated National Energy Strategy (NES) two basic scenarios for
INPP arc provided (Slide 10): a) both units are closed at the moment of fuel
channel gap closure reaching unacceptable value; b) both units arc operated their
full design lime. Of course we are perfectly aware of the possibility of a third
scenario - thai because of some safety deficiency the licence for Unit 1 will be
refused and it will be stopped even earlier but we hope that the probability of such
event is small.



The choice of the two scenarios is mainly based on the need for a basis of
cost comparisons covering both early and late closure dates. It has been assumed
that such procedure will require much less evaluation effort than the study of a
larger number of different scenarios, but still provide an information that is
accurate enough for the decision by the Government of Lithuania. However one
more important reason for the choice of two scenarios is to give the Government a
basis for contingency planning, whatever scenario is finally chosen. If an early
closure, as in scenario "a", is decided, there will be very short time available for
planning and action before the closure dates. If the license is granted and the
combined available funding of Lithuania and European Community of early
closure will appear insufficient to cover all consequences, including restructuring
of the whole electricity supply in the country, it might appear necessary to re-
channel and continue operation of nuclear reactors, as in scenario "b", simply
because that would be the only option that Lithuania could afford.

If Ignalina NPP should be closed and electricity would mainly be generated
in thermal power plants, in the year 2015 total emissions of harmful substances
and CO2 will reach the level of 1991, while generating only half as much of
electricity. In this case remaining production capacity will meet internal needs
until year 2010.

The decisions on continuation of the use of nuclear power and introduction
of new nuclear reactors is in the competence of the Parliament. It would involve
some legal and financial problems (Slide 11). Current legislation provides for
exclusive ownership of nuclear reactors by the State. In such conditions it would
be very difficult to attract foreign investments into construction of new nuclear
units.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. No closure of Ignalina units 1 and 2 is expected in a short term, except for safety
reasons. Implementation of more safety upgrades is foreseen for years 1999 - 2001.

2. Lithuania should not reverse from electricity export to import.

3. Installation of new nuclear reactor can be viable solution for electricity supply
after imminent closure of Ignalina RBMK units. Legal issues should be changed
towards private ownership.
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2XRBMK-1500
Channel type, light water cooled, graphite
moderated boiling water reactor (1661 fuel
channel, two cooling loops)

Design capacity 4800 MWt, degraded by
current regulations to 4200 MWt, approx.
1380 MWe.

Unit I in operation from 1983, unit II from
1987, unit III - construction stopped, later
demolished.



IT SIMPLY HAPPENED

U )

...reactor fortunately or
unfortunately fell into
the hands of small
nation with little
technical know how
for such reactor."
From the article by
Dr. Atsushi TAKEDA
in ENERUGIREBIYU,
March 1996
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WESTERN APPROACH

a)...tell him to stop it
immediately;

b) let's look what's
going on;

c) let's help them
because they are
dangerous;

d) we're a part of it!



IS LITHUANIA A
CHALLENGE TO THE WEST?

IGNALINA -1
IGNALINA.-2

hy no means



LESSONS
FROM SAFETY ASSESSMENT
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LEGAL ISSUES

CIVIL LIABILITY LAW - ADOPTED IN 1993

ENERGY LAW - ADOPTED IN MARCH 1995

NUCLEAR ENERGY LAW - ADOPTED IN NOVEMBER
1996
INPP MANAGEMENT LAW - SUBMITTED TO SEIMAS

RADIATION PROTECTION LAW - DRAFT IN
DEVELOPMENT

WASTE MANAGEMENT LAW - DRAFT IN
DEVELOPMENT
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SOURCES OF RISK

Substantial core damage during operation
- human error

- equipment failure

- inadequate operation procedures

- external dangers

Radwaste or spent fuel mismanagement

Transport accidents

Fire, flood, earthquake etc.



RISK FREE E>
Legislation Lnfrastructure
and
regulations

Prevention Law on
Nuclear
Energy

Mitigation LNE
Emergency
Preparedness
Plans etc.

Liability LNE, Vienna
Convention,
Paris
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VATESI
Center of
Radiation
Protection

State
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Civil Defense
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, Not insured against
nuclear accidents
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TWO SCENARIOS IN NES

A. Closure of Unit 1 in 2005, Unit 2 in 2010
- losses of 3.3 to 3.9 x 109 USD during 15 years

B. Rechanelling, operation of Unit 1 until about
2020, Unit 2 until 2025
- least cost option

- non compliance with NSA Grant Agreement



CAN WE AFFORD A NEW
REACTOR?

1000 MW of installed capacity would cost
about 2x109 USD

Current value of all power installations in
Lithuania slightly exceeds 1.6xlO9 USD

Lithuanian GDP for 1996 was about
7.8xlO9USD

Ownership of nuclear reactors - exclusively
by the State



CONCLUSIONS

No closure of Ignalina units I and II expected in
a short term, except for safety reasons.
Implementation of more safety upgrades

Lithuania should not reverse from electricity
export to import
Installation of new nuclear reactor can be viable
solution for electricity supply after imminent
closure of Ignalina RBMK units . Legal issues
should be changed towards private ownership


